Who’s Who in

Epilepsy
Education
Ann Marie Bezuyen
Individuals with epilepsy struggle daily with
seizures and side effects. For them, more than a
bit of trouble can lurk around every corner almost
all the time.
Ann Marie Bezuyen of Campbell Hall knows
those troubles almost as well as those who
experience them first-hand. After working for the
Northeast Regional Epilepsy Group for the past
three years as an epilepsy educator, she has just
been named executive director of the newly
formed Epilepsy Life Links program, which is
offered free of charge and is entirely supported
by the doctors of the practice.
“The doctors have heard for a long time about all
the life issues,” Bezuyen says. The “Links” is a
group of programs aimed at educating and

supporting. The programs try to help kids in
school who feel isolated by the ever-present
stigma. They try to help adult patients who have
difficulties in college or with employment, or
who've returned from war with traumatic brain
injury.
One to 2 percent of the population has epilepsy –
the disorder that causes neurons to misfire in the
brain, leading to seizures of different types. In the
region, some 15,000 people have epilepsy. On a

national scale, the number is 2.7 million.
It's been uplifting to help devise the program,
says Bezuyen, because it works. People have
gotten jobs, kids have gotten services they need
in school, some people have gotten camp or
college scholarships through the program. “Not
to sound corny,” says Bezuyen, who has been in
the field for 15 years, “but I think we're making
a difference.”

Who’s Who in

Dry Cleaning
Martin Dlugatz
Lady Macbeth isn’t the only one determined to
get out those damned spots.
So is Martin Dlugatz, the third generation owner
of Gilman’s Cleaners in Middletown.
Folks from Orange County—and as far away as
Hawaii—trust Gilman’s to make those pesky
stains disappear, or to perk up a wedding gown,
or refurbish a fur.
Even the No. 1 dry cleaner in New York City
sends up the occasional stained garment it can’t
quite crack.

Gilman’s 13,000-square-foot facility also features
the largest storage space between Orange County
and Manhattan.
“People consider us the Rolls-Royce of cleaners,”
says Dlugatz, who has a degree in finance and has
taken chemistry courses.
Now, while dry cleaners across the nation are
starting to think of ways to wean themselves from
dangerous chemicals, Gilman’s has always been
green.
“We’ve used the same environmentally friendly
solvent since our doors opened in 1925,” says
community-minded Dlugatz, a former president
of the Middletown school board. “It’s safe for
fabrics and it’s safe for people.”
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